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Avian Diversity and Distributions and Their
Evolution Through Space and Time

Manuel Schweizer and Yang Liu

Abstract Most modern orders of birds evolved and diversified during the last
65 million years following the demise of the nonavian dinosaurs and pterosaurs at
the Cretaceous-Paleogene boundary. Diversification rates in birds increased from
c. 50 million years ago onward driven by significant rate increases in different clades
scattered throughout the entire phylogeny. No slowdown in the overall diversifi-
cation rate has been identified, and equilibrium diversity might not have been
reached. Birds breed on all of the continents on Earth and have adapted to almost
every habitat. Substantial variation in distribution patterns occurs among the differ-
ent species, ranging from narrow-range endemics restricted to a single oceanic island
or to a particular habitat within a small geographic area to species with a near-
cosmopolitan distribution, breeding on almost all continents. As in most groups,
diversity of bird species is greatest in tropical regions near the equator and decreases
toward the poles. This pattern, termed the latitudinal diversity gradient, cannot be
causally linked to a single mechanism and might be influenced by both evolutionary
and ecological processes. Species richness within a given area is basically the result
of speciation, extinction, and dispersal. Speciation commences with the accumu-
lation of genetically based divergence between populations and is completed by the
development of reproductive isolation among them. This usually involves a phase of
geographic separation of populations without contact, a process termed allopatric
speciation. Speciation with ongoing gene flow between populations, i.e., parapatric
speciation, and especially the evolution of reproductive isolation without geographic
separation, i.e., sympatric speciation, appear rare in birds. Distribution patterns of
different bird groups particularly across the Southern Hemisphere have for a long
time been interpreted as being the result of vicariance evolution. Vicariance is
considered to be the split of a geographical range of a species via a barrier caused
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by a historical event like montane uplift or the formation of oceans through tectonic
rifting. The formation of such barriers should promote episodes of allopatric speci-
ation in multiple clades, generating congruent biogeographic patterns among them.
Using dated phylogenetic hypotheses, however, several studies have recently
revealed discordance between sequences of geological events and phylogenetic
patterns. Consequently, only past dispersal events, often over long distances and
across oceans, can explain the current distribution patterns of several avian groups.
In general, landscape changes might not result in congruent temporal diversification
patterns among different bird groups. It can be assumed that the older an avian
lineage is, the more time it has to colonize an area across a barrier. This increases the
likelihood of dispersal across the barrier and subsequent diversification on either side
of the divide. In addition, bird groups with lower dispersal abilities are expected to
accumulate genetic differences among populations at a higher rate than lineages with
higher dispersal capability. Consequently, diversification patterns are the result of
interactions between ecological properties of different avian lineages and their
environment as well as the age of a given lineage. Geographic ranges of birds are
generally limited by a suite of biotic and abiotic factors. Range expansion is not only
an important first step in speciation but also influences the number of coexisting
species and thereby shapes the turnover of biodiversity in space and time.

Keywords Avian diversification · Avian diversity · Avian distribution · Allopatric
speciation · Parapatric speciation · Sympatric speciation · Vicariance · Dispersal ·
Colonization · Range evolution

8.1 Spatiotemporal Diversification of Modern Birds

Birds possess little resemblance to a Tyrannosaurus or a Stegosaurus; nonetheless
modern birds, Neornithes, are the only surviving lineage of dinosaurs, forming awell-
supported monophyletic lineage (Mayr 2017). The initial divergence event within
Neornithes comprised the split of Palaeognathae, the ratites and tinamous, from the
remaining lineages called Neognathae (Fig. 8.1). Within the latter, there is a separa-
tion between the Galloanseres, containing all land- and waterfowl, and Neoaves, a
clade encompassing all other extant birds. These basal phylogenetic relationships of
modern birds are robustly supported by both morphological and molecular data (e.g.,
Cracraft 2001; Hackett et al. 2008; Jarvis et al. 2014; Livezey and Zusi 2007; Mayr
2011; Prum et al. 2015).

The clade of Neoaves comprises the majority of extant bird species and such
ecologically and morphologically diverse groups as gulls, herons, hummingbirds,
owls, parrots, penguins, pelicans, raptors, and songbirds. The phylogenetic relation-
ships of the different basal lineages within Neoaves are still controversial and have not
unambiguously been resolved, even when applying genome-wide molecular data
(Jarvis et al. 2014; Prum et al. 2015). The difficulty in resolving the early branching
pattern in the evolution of the different Neoaves lineages might be caused by their
rapid and apparently near-simultaneous radiation following the Cretaceous-Paleogene
(K-Pg) mass extinction of 65 million years ago (Ma) (Suh 2016).
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The mass extinction at the end of the Cretaceous was one of the three largest of
the Phanerozoic (the last 541 million years) (Alroy 2008) and was triggered by the
impact of a massive asteroid at Chicxulub, Mexico. It led to the disappearance of all
dinosaur groups except modern birds and, among others, of pterosaurs, ammonites,
and rudists (Schulte et al. 2010). A study of the fossil record led to the hypothesis
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Fig. 8.1 Cladogram illustrating the phylogenetic relationships of the major clades of modern birds
(Neornithes) redrawn and modified after Prum et al. (2015)
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that modern birds evolved via an explosive radiation among the few surviving
lineages following this global perturbation (Feduccia 1995, 2003). However, this
scenario was subsequently questioned by several molecular phylogenetic hypothe-
ses, which dated the divergence among several crown clades of modern avian
groups, including Passeriformes, before the K-Pg boundary (e.g., Brown et al.
2008; Cooper and Penny 1997; Pacheco et al. 2011; Pereira and Baker 2006; Pratt
et al. 2009; Slack et al. 2006). Nevertheless, this is unlikely, because the fossil record
demonstrates that the first Neornithine-like birds appeared c. 80–85 Ma in the late
Cretaceous and resemble Palaeognathae (Mayr 2017). Definitive fossil evidence for
the occurrence of Neognathae comes only from the Maastrichtian (72.1–66.0 Ma)
(Mayr 2017). The results of recent molecular phylogenies based on genomic data
calibrated using several conservatively chosen fossils, however, are more in line
with the fossil record and date the basal divergence within Galloanseres, and the
nearly simultaneous initial radiation of Neoaves, at the K-Pg mass extinction (Jarvis
et al. 2014; Prum et al. 2015). This supports the hypothesis that the demise
particularly of nonavian dinosaurs and pterosaurs at the K-Pg boundary generated
an ecological opportunity that fostered explosive diversification. Consequently,
modern birds rapidly filled the newly available vacant ecological niche space.
Why Neornithes were the only lineage of dinosaurs that survived the late Cretaceous
mass extinction event remains an open question.

Modern birds continued their spectacular diversification thereafter, and a dated
phylogenetic hypothesis of the majority of extant species of birds has revealed that
overall, diversification rates increased from approximately 50 Ma onward (Jetz et al.
2012). This general increase was driven by significant rate increases among different
clades scattered throughout the entire avian phylogenetic tree, i.e., in several clades of
Passeriformes (passerines), Laridae (gulls terns and skimmers), Picidae (wood-
peckers) and allies, Trochilidae (hummingbirds), Galloanseres (land- andwaterfowl),
Psittacidae (parrots), and Columbidae (pigeons and doves). Rate shifts often seem to
have been related to key innovations or ecological opportunities. Moreover, Jetz et al.
(2012) found that geographical variation in diversification rates is driven by hemi-
spheric differences rather than latitudinal differences, with generally higher rates in
the Western versus the Eastern Hemisphere and no overall difference between the
Northern and Southern Hemispheres.

Generally, high diversification rates and a relatively high prevalence of clades
with exceptional rates were revealed in parts of Northern Asia, high-latitude North
America, and southwest South America, whereas lineages in Australia, Southeast
Asia, Africa, and Madagascar display overall comparatively low diversification
rates. Given an Australian or African origin for several ancient radiations, this may
be the result of density-dependence effects on diversification. It is generally assumed
that diversity (species richness) within a clade does not increase continuously with
age, but might reach an equilibrium diversity regulated by ecological limits in a
given area, resulting in diversity dependence of speciation and extinction rates and to
a decoupling of clade age and species richness (Rabosky 2009). Overall, however,
Jetz et al. (2012) revealed that opportunities for diversification in birds since the late
Eocene (c. 50 Ma) appear not to be exhausted and that equilibrium diversity may not
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yet have been reached. Such a lack of any slowdown in diversification might be a
general feature of (adaptive) radiations among single clades of birds at larger
geographic scales, such as in dynamic continental ecosystems with continuous
ecological opportunity (Bryson et al. 2014; Derryberry et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2016;
Schweizer et al. 2014). However, a slowdown in diversification reflecting ecological
saturation through competition for niche space might still be prevalent in clades at
geographically confined scales (Jonsson et al. 2012; Phillimore and Price 2008; Price
et al. 2014; Rabosky and Lovette 2008; Reddy et al. 2012; Weir 2006).

8.2 Global Distribution and Diversity Patterns

Birds are ubiquitous on Earth today, breed on all continents, and have adapted to
almost all types of habitats. However, no single bird species can be considered to be
truly cosmopolitan, i.e., occurring on all continents. Nonetheless, species such as the
Peregrine Falcon Falco peregrinus, which breeds on all continents except Antarctica
(del Hoyo and Collar 2014), or the Osprey Pandion haliaetus, which breeds on five
continents and visits a sixth, South America, as a nonbreeding visitor, are virtually
cosmopolitan. Additionally, some long-distance migrants and pelagic birds visit
larger parts of the world during their annual migration cycles. On the other hand,
species with only a very small distribution are called narrow endemics and are
restricted to a small oceanic island or to a particular habitat within a small geographic
area. As just one example, the Sombre Rock Chat Oenanthe dubia is today probably
restricted to a small area in the Upper Awash Valley in Ethiopia where it lives only
on rocky slopes with some grass and bushes (Collar and Sharpe 2017). Famous
examples of distinctive oceanic island endemic passerine species with very restricted
ranges and very tiny populations include Hawaiian honeycreepers and white-eyes on
islands of the Pacific Ocean.

The early naturalists already realized that species are not randomly distributed, and
they tried to divide the world into different regions characterized by distinct faunal
(or floral) assemblages. Such a biogeographic regionalization can be considered one
of the central aims of biogeography (Kreft and Jetz 2010). In 1858, the British
ornithologist P.L. Sclater published the first global regionalization based on distri-
butions of birds. This schemewas later adapted by A.R.Wallace (1867) for the global
mammal fauna. Surprisingly, this original zoogeographic regionalization is still
widely used, although several modifications have been published, implementing
not only up-to-date species distribution information but also phylogenetic data in
some cases and using different criteria for the delimitation of regions (e.g., Ficetola
et al. 2017; Holt et al. 2013; Kreft and Jetz 2010; Vilhena and Antonelli 2015)
(Fig. 8.2). The world is thereby divided into six principal biogeographic regions,
the Nearctic, Neotropical, Palearctic, Afrotropical, Oriental, and Australasian
regions. In terms of the number of endemic families, the Neotropical region is most
unique (42 endemic families), followed by the Australasian (38), Afrotropical (27),
Oriental (10), Palearctic (5), and Nearctic (1) regions (Winkler et al. 2015). Of course,
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these figures depend strongly on the taxonomic treatment applied. Species richness is
also greatest in the Neotropics (Newton 2003), with the most diverse regions in Peru
and Ecuador, where more than 600 species have been recorded within a few square
kilometers (Bass et al. 2010; Greenberg 2016). The majority of avian diversity
hotspots also lie in the Neotropical region. Orme et al. (2005) identified nine hotspots
of species richness on Earth, defined as the richest 2.5% of grid cells at a resolution
comparable to 1� latitude� 1� longitude. Six of these nine hotspots are located in the
Neotropics (Andes, Amazon Basin, Guiana Highlands, Atlantic coastal forests, Mato
Grosso Plateau, Panama, Costa Rica highlands), while two are in the Afrotropics
(Western Great Rift Valley, Eastern Great Rift Valley) and the other in the Oriental
region (the Himalaya). All hotspots are in tropical regions, and with the exception of
the Amazon, all are associated with upland or montane regions that remained forested
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Fig. 8.2 Top: World map showing the six major biogeographic regions according to WWF (taken
from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biogeographic_realm) basically following the original scheme
by A.R. Wallace from 1876 (Wallace 1867). Bottom: An updated biogeographic regionalization by
Holt et al. (2013) based on an integration of global distribution data and phylogenetic relationships
of amphibian, non-pelagic birds, and nonmarine mammals. Redrawn after Holt et al. (2013)
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during glacial maxima. Mountains are often exceptionally diverse, although they
cover just one eighth of the global land surface, excluding Antarctica; they harbor
approximately one third of global terrestrial species diversity (Antonelli 2015).

As with most other biota, avian species diversity is generally greatest in tropical
regions near the equator and decreases toward the poles. This so-called latitudinal
diversity gradient is considered to be one of the most pervasive large-scale patterns
in biology (Jablonski et al. 2017). It cannot be causally linked to a single mechanism
and might be the product of diverse drivers. Generally, three different types of
mechanisms have been invoked to explain this gradient: ecological, evolutionary,
and historical hypotheses (Mittelbach et al. 2007; Pulido-Santacruz and Weir 2016).
In the first case, geographical variation in resource availability should constrain
diversity, with species carrying capacity decreasing as latitude increases. While
evolutionary hypotheses imply that rates of speciation, extinction, and immigration
should vary between different latitudes, historical hypotheses focus on the age of
ecosystems and the time consequently available for species accumulation, with older
ecosystems being considered generally more diverse.

In birds, high species diversity at low latitudes might be associated with low
extinction rates (Pulido-Santacruz and Weir 2016). Higher extinction rates at higher
latitudes might be related to a global temperature drop at the Eocene-Oligocene
boundary (c. 34 Ma) and to climate perturbations during Plio-Pleistocene glacial
cycles (over the last 5 million years). These regions were then repeatedly recolonized
from the tropics, which were less affected by climate change, resulting in continu-
ously lower extinction rates.

8.3 Geography of Speciation

Species richness within a given area is basically the result of speciation, extinction,
and colonization. The latter process involves range expansion via dispersal of a
species to an area where it has previously not occurred, followed by establishment
of a viable breeding population (Bellemain and Ricklefs 2008). Speciation begins
with the accumulation of genetically based divergence between populations and is
completed by the formation of reproductive isolation among them. Different species
concepts focus on different stages during this speciation continuum (Chap. 2), and
different mechanisms can lead to reproductive isolation (Chap. 11). The process of
speciation can be approached via different aspects. While one is concerned with
processes and mechanisms leading to reproductive isolation (see Chap. 11), another
considers speciation within a geographic context (Price 2008; Rundle and Nosil
2005). In birds, and many other organisms, there is usually a phase of geographic
separation with no gene flow between diverging populations, termed allopatric
speciation (Coyne and Orr 2004). It involves different steps, starting with range
expansion, followed by range fragmentation, and the evolution of reproductive
isolation between the geographically separated populations, and a further step can
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involve dispersal into a secondary contact zone leading to coexistence in sympatry
(Price 2008; Price et al. 2014). Range fragmentation can proceed via vicariance, if the
range is split by the formation of a physical barrier resulting from geological events
such as montane uplift (Coyne and Orr 2004, see also below). Populations can also
become separated by habitat fragmentation through climate change as occurred
repeatedly during Pleistocene glacial cycles during the last 2.5 million and particu-
larly last 1 million years when climate fluctuations were most intensive (Hewitt
2000). Allopatry can also be the result of the colonization of a previously unoccupied
and isolated area. If it involves the colonization of a small new area such as an oceanic
island due to a founder event by a subset of the ancestral population, it is often
referred to as peripatric speciation (Coyne and Orr 2004; Lomolino et al. 2010). The
lack of gene flow between separated populations during allopatric speciation per se
promotes divergence, but different selection pressures caused by ecological differ-
ences in the separated populations might accelerate their divergence (Price 2008)
(Chap. 11).

It is widely believed that most speciation events in birds involved some phases of
allopatry with no gene flow, making allopatric speciation apparently the commonest
route for speciation in birds (Phillimore et al. 2008; Price 2008).

Two geographically separated populations can also become reproductively iso-
lated from each other, despite ongoing gene flow at least at the start of their
divergence; this is termed parapatric speciation (Coyne and Orr 2004). Three differ-
ent forms of parapatric speciation have been distinguished (Price 2008). In a model of
clinal speciation, adaptation to local environmental conditions could lead to diver-
gence within a population that occurs along an environmental gradient. Speciation
can also simply occur as the result of geographic distance, with the population at
either end of a continuous distribution area developing steadily greater differences,
while intervening populations continue to exchange genes. In the island model of
speciation, two populations are separated by a barrier, but the barrier is permeable,
and they still exchange genes to some extent. Reproductive isolation can evolve when
immigrants (and their offspring) possess low reproductive success or migration itself
between adjacent populations is reduced (Price 2008).

A special case of speciation by distance is the ring species model. When an
ancestral population spreads around a barrier, adjacent populations might continue
to exchange genes, while gene flow between distant populations is gradually reduced.
The populations at both ends of the expansion front increasingly diverge, and when
they meet after having spread around the barrier, they might have achieved repro-
ductive isolation from each other (cf. Coyne and Orr 2004; Mayr 1942). One avian
example where such a process could have been relevant for the diversity currently
observed is the Greenish Warbler Phylloscopus trochiloides species complex (Irwin
et al. 2005). It has a ringlike distribution around the Tibetan Plateau with five
described taxa and an additional, isolated, one in the Caucasus (Alcaide et al. 2014;
Irwin et al. 2001, 2005) (Fig. 8.3). A break in morphology, song, and call is most
evident between the taxa viridanus and plumbeitarsus north of the Tibetan Plateau.
These forms are differentiated genome-wide, whereas the other populations display a
genetic gradient around the ring. However, reproductive isolation is not complete in
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the northern contact zone, and a genomic break in the Southwest can only be
explained by secondary contact after divergence in allopatry (Alcaide et al. 2014).
Hence, speciation by distance might not entirely explain the ringlike divergence of
this complex and climate shifts during the last 1–2million years whichmight have led
to (repeated) phases of allopatry along the ringlike distribution. Speciation in a ring is
indeed difficult to distinguish from secondary contact zones with ongoing gene flow.
Such hybridization in secondary contact zones following allopatry have been widely
documented in birds (Aliabadian et al. 2005; Weir and Price 2011) (Chap. 10) and
might generally be difficult to distinguish from parapatric divergence.

In the case of sympatric speciation, reproductive isolation is achieved without any
geographic separation. This model of speciation has been debated for decades, but it
can clearly happen under particular, albeit reasonable, biological conditions, as
demonstrated by mathematical models (Gavrilets 2014) and empirical works
(Savolainen et al. 2006; Sorenson et al. 2003). However, it seems to occur very
rarely, and only a few such events in birds can probably be referred to as having
happened in sympatry. Most importantly, it must be shown that the divergence of two
contemporary and sympatric sister taxa has not involved an allopatric stage. In other
words, the initial divergence must have occurred sympatrically, and the possibility of
geographic isolation must be eliminated. One of the apparently most plausible
sympatric speciation cases in bird concerns African indigobirds of the genus Vidua
(Sorenson et al. 2003). This group of songbirds is found in Western and Southern
Africa, and they are all host-specific brood parasites, with nestlings reared by
waxbills, munias, and allies (Estrildidae) in particular. Male indigobirds learn their
songs from their host species, i.e., their foster parents. Females preferentially mate

Fig. 8.3 Distribution of the different taxa of the Greenish Warbler Phylloscopus trochiloides
species complex. It has a ringlike distribution around the Tibetan Plateau with five described taxa
and an additional isolated one in the Caucasus. A break in morphology, song, and call is most
evident between viridanus and plumbeitarsus north of the Tibetan Plateau. Distribution areas are
modified from BirdLife International and Handbook of the Birds of the World (2016). Bird figures
were taken with permission from del Hoyo et al. (2017)
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with males that mimic the song of their foster parents (Balakrishnan and Sorenson
2006). Unlike in some parasitic cuckoo species where different “host-specific”
females mate freely with males, the assortative mating mechanism in indigobirds
clearly results in strong cohesion between hosts and parasites. The switch by a female
to a new host can then drive simultaneous sympatric divergence as a consequence of
learned behavior. Her offspring learn the song from their new host and are most likely
to mate with siblings or the offspring from another female that switched to the same
new host species (Lovette 2016).

Other proposed examples of speciation without geographic separation concern
allochronic speciation, wherein two sister populations diverge due to temporal
separation of their breeding periods, as has been suggested on several archipelagos
in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans inhabited by Band-rumped Storm Petrels
Oceanodroma castro (Bolton et al. 2008; Monteiro and Furness 1998; Smith et al.
2007) (Chap. 6).

8.4 Vicariance vs. Dispersal and the Dynamics of Range
Evolution in Birds

Every bird species is restricted to a particular geographic area, i.e., its range, or it
occurs in one particular habitat or climatic zone. Ranges differ considerably between
different species (see above); nevertheless, strikingly similar distribution patterns can
be detected among certain groups. For a long time, vicariance has been invoked to
explain such global-scale biogeographic patterns in different bird groups, and vicar-
iance has generally dominated historical biogeography. Vicariance is considered to
be the spatial division of a species’ range due to the formation of a barrier by historical
events such as montane uplift or ocean formation as continents shift (tectonic rifting)
(de Queiroz 2005; Lomolino et al. 2010). It was assumed that such historical events
might cause congruent biogeographic patterns in different clades through synchro-
nous allopatric speciation events (cf. Halas et al. 2005; Upchurch 2008). As several
groups of organisms, including birds, possess distinct Southern Hemisphere distri-
butions, it was hypothesized that vicariant evolution wrought by the breakup of the
supercontinent Gondwana from c. 160–30 Ma might explain such biogeographic
patterns (e.g. Cracraft 2001; Hedges et al. 1996; Upchurch 2008). This ancient
supercontinent in the Southern Hemisphere included the modern-day landmasses of
Africa and the Arabian Peninsula, Antarctica, Australia, the Indian subcontinent,
Madagascar, and South America.

Palaeognathae have been considered a textbook example of vicariant evolution,
and the continental breakup of Gondwana was thought to have shaped their diver-
sification. With the exception of the tinamous of the Neotropical region, all members
of the group are flightless, namely, the rheas of South America, the ostriches of
Africa and formerly the Arabian Peninsula, the emus and cassowaries of Australasia,
and the kiwis of New Zealand as well as the extinct elephant birds of Madagascar
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and the extinct moas of New Zealand. However, with the increasing availability of
dated molecular phylogenetic hypotheses in the last decade, it became explicitly
testable whether branching events along a phylogenetic tree, and their temporality,
are congruent with hypothesized drivers of vicariance such as the breakup of
Gondwana. The integration in a phylogenetic context of ancient DNA data from
the extinct elephant birds and moas revealed a conflict with the relationships
predicted by vicariance through the Gondwana breakup (Mitchell et al. 2014)
(Fig. 8.4). Moreover, placement of the tinamous as the closest relatives of moas
meant that the ability to fly must have been independently lost in several lineages. A
recent comprehensive analysis based on genomic and morphological data revealed
that Palaeognathae originated in the late Cretaceous in the Northern Hemisphere,
migrated to the Southern Hemisphere, and colonized New Zealand and Madagascar
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Fig. 8.4 Ratites (Palaeognathae) have for a long time been considered a textbook example of
vicariant evolution, and the continental breakup of Gondwana was thought to have shaped their
diversification. The breakup of Gondwana during the last 160 million years illustrating the relative
position of the continents is shown in the middle, while the cladogram on the left shows the
expected phylogenetic relationships of ratites under this scenario. Redrawn after Mitchell et al.
(2014) with permission from AAAS. On the right, the most recent time-calibrated phylogenetic
hypothesis of ratites based on genomic and morphological data redrawn after Yonezawa et al.
(2017) with permission from Elsevier. There is an obvious conflict with the relationships predicted
by vicariance through the Gondwana breakup. Moreover, the placement of the tinamous as the
closest relatives of the moas meant that the ability to fly must have been lost in several lineages
independently
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by over-sea dispersal at a time when these landmasses had already separated from
Gondwana (Yonezawa et al. 2017).

Other studies of different bird groups have revealed that dispersal is important in
the makeup of regional fauna and that long-distance dispersal and even transoceanic
dispersal must be invoked to explain the current distribution patterns of different bird
groups such as Columbiformes (pigeons and doves) (Pereira et al. 2007),
Psittaciformes (parrots) (Schweizer et al. 2010, 2011), Turdus thrushes (Voelker
et al. 2009), cuckoo shrikes and allies (Campephagidae) (Fuchs et al. 2007), and
vangas, bush shrikes, and allies (Fuchs et al. 2006).

Although the role of vicariance, especially through continental breakup, has clearly
been overestimated in the past, physical barriers as a consequence of landscape changes
still might provide ample opportunity for allopatric speciation in birds. However,
landscape changesmight not lead to congruent temporal diversification among different
avian groups, as demonstrated by Smith et al. (2014) in a study of temporal and spatial
diversification patterns in 27 lineages of widespread Neotropical birds. The distribu-
tions of the taxa in these lineages are interrupted by different landscape barriers such as
the Andes, large Amazonian rivers, and the Isthmus of Panama. However, no synchro-
nous divergence across these different barriers was found among the different taxa
analyzed, and consequently no congruent effect of landscape changes was revealed.
Rather, the barriers were semipermeable within a geographically structured landscape
matrix. Diversity was strongly correlated to the age of the corresponding lineage. This
indicated that lineages that had persisted for a longer time period within a given
landscape had more time to disperse across barriers and hence greater opportunity to
differentiate across them. Additionally, ecology had a significant effect on lineage
diversity. Lineages with low dispersal ability occupying the understory were signifi-
cantly more diverse than more mobile groups inhabiting the canopy of tropical forests.
Or, lineages with low dispersal ability seem to have accumulated genetic differences at
a higher rate. Overall, diversification patterns in these Neotropical avian lineages are the
result of interactions between the ecological properties of the different lineages and
their environment as well as the age of a given lineage and are only indirectly
influenced by landscape changes. This highlights the role of dispersal as a primary
driver for allopatric speciation in birds (Smith et al. 2014).

In general, dispersal accelerates geographic range expansions in birds, and the
rate at which sister lineages achieve sympatric ranges following speciation in spatial
segregation is correlated with their dispersal ability (Pigot and Tobias 2015). There-
fore, dispersal is of general importance for shaping species assemblages over space
and time.

Physical barriers, time, and dispersal ability, however, are not the only factors that
limit colonization of new areas and the dynamics of range expansions in birds.
Geographic ranges are generally limited by a suite of biotic and abiotic factors (see
also Chaps. 9 and 12) including climate, habitat constraints, food and nest sites,
predators, and parasites and pathogens, as well as competition (Koenig 2016;
Newton 2003). Among birds in general, ranges at higher latitudes might be strongly
limited by winter temperatures, whereas competition might be more important in the
tropics (Newton 2003). However, the relative importance of biotic factors in limiting
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species distributions is controversial (Pigot and Tobias 2013), not least because
interspecific competition is difficult to detect in field studies and is not easily tested
for in controlled experiments (Greenberg 2016).

However, phylogenies combined with ecological information can be used to test
for the role of competition in limiting species ranges. In a study of ovenbirds
(Furnariidae), including woodcreepers, a species-rich and ecologically diverse fam-
ily of Neotropical birds, Pigot and Tobias (2013) showed that rates of secondary
sympatry increase with time following diversification in pairs of sister species. This
indicates that biotic interactions could be important in limiting range overlap
between closely related species, assuming that lineages become more ecologically
divergent the longer they are separated. In congruence, accelerated transition rates to
sympatry were also revealed between species pairs that differ in ecomorphology
related to resource use and foraging strategy. Biotic interactions also play a role in
the growth of species diversity at the community level among songbirds in the
Eastern Himalayas. Diversification appears to be limited by a failure of new species
to expand their ranges and to colonize the local area, caused by competitive biotic
interactions as a result of the available niche space being filled (Price et al. 2014).

Range expansion is not only an important first step in speciation; it also influences
the number of coexisting species after lineages have diverged ecologically and/or
achieved reproductive isolation in allopatry. It thus shapes the turnover of biodiver-
sity in space and time. Understanding the evolutionary dynamics of range expan-
sions and range limits is consequently one of the prerequisites for predicting range
shifts and biodiversity patterns under ongoing human-induced climate change
(Chap. 12).
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